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With increasing health consciousness in todayâ€™s educated and informed world, we all know that
better personal hygiene enhances an individualâ€™s physical and emotional well being. Wiping with
toilet paper after using the restroom is not enough to make your private areas infection free. People
have been using water to clean themselves in Europe and Asia for centuries. However, use of
electronic bidets not only makes washing more complete but also completely hands free. With
technology touching every aspect of our life, these bidets now offer easy press-button operation for
complete comfort and convenience. These electronic bidets not only provide you with complete
cleaning but also keep those itching sensations and urinary tract infections at bay.

These electronic bidets come loaded with multiple features which help you clean yourself more
effectively and comfortably. You need not worry about washing your posterior with cold water in the
chilling winter months, as these bidets can be attached with hot water source as well. In addition to
that, you can have warm air drying and toilet seat heating system to make the whole experience of
using bidets very relaxing and completely toilet paper free. These electronic bidets are designed to
provide maximum comfort as you can control and direct the flow of water according to your
convenience. You can also choose from different patterns of spray and vary the pressure level to
relax genitalia by massaging it.

The regular use of bidets provides a great deal of relief to patients suffering from frequent urinary
tract infections, rashes, and hemorrhoids. It is very useful for disabled and elder people who cannot
wash themselves as it helps them to maintain better standards of hygiene without depending on
others. These electronic bidets are helpful in improving your standards of hygiene by ensuring
effective and trouble-free cleaning.

Basic Bidet, a leading bidet shop, offers a wide range of high quality, electronic bidets for enhance
personal hygiene to everyone including children, senior citizens, and people with physical handicap.
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For more information about the different types of bidets available, please logon to their website at
http://www.basicbidet.com
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